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BETTER LATE THAN NEVER! 

A REVIEW OF 2019 / 2020 WITH FOLLOWING REPORTS 

Over past years members of IASDA and other associated societies have participated in and  

enjoyed a wide range of field trips and illustrated talks and as is part of its philosophy have 

looked at matters of industrial archaeology beyond the county of Devon. 

On March 26th. 2019 members of IASDA joined with those of the Bideford DA branch at the  

Burton Art Gallery to hear Professor Bill Harvey speak about ‘17
th
 century bridges on the River 

Torridge’.  Although a consultant civil engineer, Bill’s talk was clear and easily understood by 

those present despite some technical descriptions.  Following lunch most of those attending the 

talk took advantage of the opportunity to visit and board the SS Freshspring vessel moored at 

Bideford and under reconstruction. Later in the year, on 26
th

 September 2019, Bill led a group 

on ‘A walking tour of Exeter’s interesting bridges’. 

On May 5
th

 2019, a joint Geology /IASDA field trip, as recorded in the Geology section and led by 

Jenny Bennet and Martin Watts, guided a large group around the Exe Island.  The weather was 

particular good and the group were most appreciative of what they were told and saw. 

A full tour of the various departments of Heathcoat’s, Tiverton, was given to a party of IASDA 

members and guests on Saturday 19
th

 May 2019. 

Spanning Saturday 16
th

 and Sunday 17
th

 June 2019 a group of 36 people from IASDA and 

SIAS ventured into Cornwall.   

IASDA members, many from the South Hams area took part on a  guided walk by Ernie Hoblyn 

on the Lower Plym Valley on July 18
th

 2019   

On Tuesday 22
nd

October  2019 twenty members visited the Axminster Carpets factory 

where they were presented with an introductory talk followed by a tour of the factory. 

On Thursday 19
th 

November 2019, members of the IA Section joined with the North Devon 

Branch of The Devonshire Association for a visit to Barnstaple Museum.  

A presentation on ‘The History of Exeter Airport’ was given by Geoff Myres on Wednesday 15
th 

January  2020.   

The AGM of the IA Section was held on Saturday 15th February 2020 at the Dolphin Hotel in 

Bovey Tracey. President John Allen, along with the 30 members, braved the appalling weather 

on the day of the event to attend.   

On Tuesday 10
th

 March 2020 a party of twenty IASDA members met to visit the Two Rivers 

Paper Mill near Roadwater in Somerset. 
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Report on Heathcoats Textiles Mill —Tiverton 

A full tour of the various departments of Heathcoat’s, Tiverton, was given to a party of IASDA 

members and guests on Saturday 19
th
 May 2019 with excellent information provided including 

video education demonstrations of the various processes employed. A nice piece of industrial 

history was the reuse of one of the three water turbines to produce electricity. The company 

would like to bring the other two back into use but are limited by the amount of water they are  

allowed to extract from the Exe! The visit was very informative about how a historic factory has 

adapted to modern needs and appears to have a strong future. All the staff went to extraordinary 

lengths to show the techniques of the production methods and had a great pride in what they 

were achieving. 

The history of Heathcoat’s with John Heathcoat relocating from Loughborough in 1816 following 

the Luddites destruction of the looms is well known. The last major lace manufacture was the 

wedding veil for Princess Diana. Subsequently the factory produces woven synthetic textiles for a 

wide range of uses from parachutes (used on space landings) and hot air balloons to the fabric in 

car safety and other industrial belts. Also fabric is made for a wide range of uses from fire protec-

tion  

equipment to bullet proof vests. In addition the products are used in many industries including  

defence, aeronautical, medical, automotive, printing and 3D expansion material used in a wide 

range of industries including safety, lifting pads, inflatables and packaging mattresses.   

             Article by Richard Pocock 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Above left; Heathcote Fabrics Factory.   Above right: Heathcote Fabric Shop 
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Above:  Inside Heathcote Fabric Shop  

Illustrations from Heathcote’s website 

https://woodlandcabin.co.uk/sewing/heathcoat-fabrics-tiverton-devon/ 
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VENTURING INTO THE DEPTHS OF CORNWALL 

Luzulyan Valley 

Spanning Saturday 16
th
 and Sunday 17

th
 June 2019, a group of 36 people from IASDA and SIAS 

ventured into Cornwall.  Meeting with the guide for both days, Roger Smith (Friends of the  

Luxulyan Valley Society) at Carclaze just outside of St Austell, they first had a look at the  

Carclaze baal clay pit before heading off to the Luxulyan valley itself.   

Here they looked at the Cornwall Mineral Railway, the workings of the Treffry Tramway,  

his extraordinary combined aqueduct / viaduct and the clay processing plant lower in the valley at 

Ponts Mill.  

The following day saw the group, now of 37, assembling in the rain at the Parr beach carpark.  

From here Roger showed the group Parr Sands where  a harbour had been built but had become 

unusable due to silt deposition from mine workings inland washing downstream.  The rain finally 

cleared and the rest of the day was spent looking at remnants of the clay industry, evidence of 

the tramway before it was superseded by the railway and finally ending up back at the carpark.  

Above: spoil heap of baal clay (kaolin) beside 

Carclaze clay pit    AW 

Treffry’s aqueduct / viaduct — Ponts Mill 

       AW

Old railway engine sheds — Parr St Blazeys 

           AW 

Disused  clay works — Parr St Blazeys 

       AW 
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This was a fascinating 2 day trip and Roger was an excellent guide!    Iain Miles 

 

EXPLORING THE LOWER PLYM VALLEY 

There was a good response from IASDA members especially from the South Hams area for the 

guided walk by Ernie Hoblyn on the Lower Plym Valley of July 18
th
 2019  Twenty seven members 

led by Ernie explored the lower Plym Valley and Cann Quarry.  Starting from the National Trust 

Park at Plym Bridge, the group walked up along the track bed of the Plymouth and Dartmoor 

Railway, one of the earliest railways in the country.  The slate sets for the track are still visible.  

The later Plymouth and Princetown railway, originally broad gauge and later standard gauge, 

runs beside this.  Later the group inspected the railway viaduct over the River Plym at Cann,   

The group also looked at the canal built by Lord Morley of Saltram to convey slate from the Cann 

Quarry and Rumple Quarry on the other side of the river down to the railway at Marsh Mills. 

The field trip finished with a walk beside the Quarry up towards Lee Moor to inspect the top of the 

incline of the Lee Moor Tramway and then down the line of the tramway incline to return to the 

Plym Bridge car park.          Report by Bill Nicholls 

Above:  Parr sands and the remains of the silted up harbour walls.   AW 
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AXMINSTER CARPETS 

On Tuesday October 22
nd

 2019 twenty members visited the Axminster Carpets factory where 

they were presented with an introductory talk followed by a tour of the factory. 

The history of the carpets started in 1755 when Thomas Whitty who ran a textile factory in  

Axminster started to make carpets. He was impressed by Turkish carpets he saw in London and 

made carpets to the same design. Initially employing his own children he subsequently  

employed local women as they had better manual dexterity and accepted lower pay than men! 

Making carpets for significant and influential people the most famous carpet was made for the 

Sultan of the Ottoman Empire in 1800 but no trace of this now survives. 

The original factory was destroyed by fire in1828 and ceased production soon after. In 1934 a 

new factory was built, production resumed and later in 1937 a disused mill in Buckfastleigh was 

bought.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Following financial problems in 2013, the company was saved by Stephen Boyd and  

subsequently sold to wool manufacturer Dawson’s, and the Buckfastleigh mill was closed.  The 

party was subsequently saddened to hear of the recent financial problems but are delighted to 

hear that a rescue package has been agreed and hopefully this unique Devon factory will  

continue to be a beacon for Devon.          Article by Richard Pocock 

 

Above:  All images courtesy of Axminster Carpets. 
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 SHAPLAND AND PETTER OF BARNSTAPLE 

On Thursday November 19
th
, members of the IA Section joined with the North Devon Branch of 

The Devonshire Association for a visit to Barnstaple Museum and a talk by Alison Mills about the 
history of the well known Barnstaple cabinet makers, Messrs Shapland and Petter. They became 
famous in the late 1800’s, for their top quality Arts and Crafts furniture.  

Henry Shapland born 1823, a local bakers son, served an apprenticeship with a cabinet maker. 
In 1847, after marrying a local girl, he briefly went to America where he witnessed modern  
machining methods in roughing out and the preparation of timber for furniture. This allowed 
skilled men to assemble and finish the work, thus cutting cost and time in production. 

Returning to North Devon, by 1851 he was in business producing ornamental timber mouldings 
on a hand powered machine made by himself and copied from one he had seen in the States. 
By 1856, Henry Petter, another local man, had gone into partnership with him and their business 
was thriving in the old Raleigh Woollen mill at Pilton. Shapland was now regularly importing  
machinery from America and by 1872 employed over 100 men.  

Richard Shapland, Henry’s son, went to the States in 1885 to look at improved ways of  
seasoning timber. He returned with a much improved system which they used at Barnstaple and 
sold to other manufacturers. Sadly, a major fire then destroyed their factory at Pilton in 1885, but 
luckily they had already set up workshops in an old shipyard on their modern site to the south 
and downstream side of Barnstaple Bridge. Very soon a new factory was up and running with 
much attention paid to fire prevention! The new riverside site with its wharf and rail connection, 
allowed them to import timber by road rail and sea which was sourced worldwide, although most 
was transhipped in the major ports and brought to Barnstaple in smaller coastal vessels. 

The move to the new factory coincided with the growth of the “Arts and Crafts” movement in the 
country and by the mid 1890’s they had showrooms in London. Also, a design section had been 
set up at Raleigh Works. Although not strictly “Arts and Crafts” on account of the use of  
machines, these were used to carry out the sawing and planing, freeing the skilled craftsmen to 
do the decoration and assembly to a high standard. They produced furniture which was close 
enough to the style, well made and at an affordable price to appeal to a large clientele in many 
countries throughout the world right up to the Fist World War. 

By 1914, the firm was experiencing financial difficulties and new directors were appointed. War 
work was undertaken, including shell cases and aeroplane propellers, and women workers were 
taken on. After the war, more diversification took place. Much of their trade came from important 
buildings, such as banks, ocean liners and railway companies. The firm was expanding again. 

With the start of World War Two, production turned again to war work. Then with the return of 
peace, quality work restarted, first with bomb damage repairs and then in the 1950’s joinery  
contracts for church interiors, universities, law courts, and the Pullman Car company. Again,  
joinery for liners also figured and the production of specialist items became important.  

In the latter part of the 20
th
C, the company specialised in making quality fire door sets and then 

following a number of take-overs it went into liquidation and was wound up in January 2016. 

The Barnstaple Museum, meanwhile, undertook a project to record the history of Shapland and 
Petter and have opened a gallery housing a collection of their products to remind people of what 
was made by this once famous and important local company. Two of the buildings still survive  
and it is hoped that they will be retained and converted into apartments, thus reminding people 
of this once very important firm.          Report by Iain Miles 
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The History of Exeter Airport      

Twenty two members and seventeen guests and locals met on Wednesday 15th January 2020, 
in Thorverton Village Hall to hear Mr Geoffrey Myers, the former managing director of the  
Airport, talk on the history of the Haldon aerodrome 1928 to 1946 and the development of the 
airport at Rockbeare  from 1935 which became the Exeter Airport we now have. 

The speaker also talked about the changes in ownership from enthusiasts to local authorities 
and back now to a limited company and showed how the site and buildings changed as the air-
craft transport industry developed. 

Most of the group went on to lunch at the Thorverton Arms (Dolphin) afterwards 

             Summary by Bill Nicholls 

Shapland and Petters — Barnstaple — 2011 
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 IASDA  AGM 2020 

15th February at the Dolphin Hotel in Bovey Tracey 

Mike Barr kicked off proceedings with a talk entitled “Some Building Stones of Devon” précised 
below.  He is to be congratulated on the enormous amount of work he has done over the years, 
visiting so many sites and recording and identifying to stones to be seen externally. During the 
break there was a selection of objects kindly brought by Adrian Wills, Iain Miles, John Haslam 
and Wilf Hodges, for attendees to peruse and discuss. 

Members contributions were provided by Wilf Hodges, who spoke on Ramsley Copper Mine as 
an educational project, and Lynette Costello who spoke about accessing the British Library  
catalogue on-line. Both speakers provided handouts which were very useful reminders. After this 
the identities of the objects were revealed and discussed, including possible uses for those 
whose exact purpose was not known. 

The AGM followed. In his Chairman’s report Richard Pocock expressed thanks to Pat Milton (who 
had left the Committee) for her very valuable contribution. He also spoke about the finances of 
the DA, and the need to support central funds. The current committee was re-elected and John 
Haslam and Wilf Hodges who had been co-opted during the year, were elected as committee 
members. 

IASDA has been asked if they would host a South West and Wales Regional IA Conference, and 
it was hoped to do this in 2022. Ideas for venues and post-conference trips were welcomed, as 
were any volunteers to help with the organisation. Two people had already said that they were 
willing.  The co-operation between sections was noted and to be encouraged. 

A large number of attendees stayed for lunch, and further socialising took place. Afterwards we 
all managed to get out of the Hotel, despite the flood in the road which was attended by the fire 

brigade!                                  Report by Mary Miles 

 

Some Building Stones of Devon Mike Barr  

 The talk was built around a quotation from Hoskin’s well known book, ‘Devon’, ‘…. every 
landowner, even the smallest, had building stone somewhere on his land: the surface of the 
county is pitted with these little overgrown quarries that have produced only one house and its 
outbuildings and boundary walls’.   The distribution of some of the  building stones of the county 
was examined and illustrated to investigate the extent to which this statement is justified. 
 Chert from the Cretaceous Upper Greensand Formation, a very fine-grained mainly toffee-
coloured stone, made of cryptocryslalline silica, hard to dress, is the main building stone of the 
Blackdown and Haldon Hills and supports this statement to a very large extent. The same  
applies less convincingly to sandstone from the Pilton Mudstone Formation exposed in an east-
west belt across the north of Devon and the main building stone of Barnstaple.  The beautiful  
variegated sandstone of the Pickwell Down Sandstones formation supplies less convincing  
evidence largely because its distribution in buildings, mainly churches, extends well to the south 
of its outcrop in regions where the local stone, sandstone from the Bude and Crackington  
formations was considered to be of too poor a quality by local patrons who were prepared to haul 
the Pickwell Down sandstone considerable distances for the quoins and dressings of  their 
churches. 
 This applies to a greater extent to the lamprophyres of central Devon, called Hatherleigh 
and Halwill Stone by the trade.  The rock occurs as dykes and small bosses mainly around these 
settlements but its use is widely distributed across central and west Devon. 
 The distribution of Dartmoor Granite in buildings broadly supports Hoskins’ assertion except 
that walls and the ‘other’ category of buildings incorporating this kind of stone show an  
anomalously wide distribution throughout the county except the east.  This arises from the great 
utility of prisms of this granite for door- and gateposts, much preferred by farmers and land-
owners to wood for this purpose, and certain to outlast the people who took the trouble to haul 
the large stones to incorporate them in their walls, fences and other buildings. 
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The talk was concluded by illustrating the distribution of quality stone across the county where 
there was, one imagines, no expectation of Hoskins that his assertion would be borne out by the 
facts.  Of these Beer Stone is the only one sourced from within the county, but Ham Hill Stone, 
Pentewan-type Elvan and Polyphant and Doulting Stone come from nearby parts of Somerset 
and Cornwall. Bath and Portland Stone are of national importance and  distribution.  In all these 
cases, the stone is mainly used for the quoins and dressings of buildings and not the ordinary 
walling and there is a strong bias in favour of churches.  
             Reported by Bill Nicholls 
 

 

HOW TO CHECK FOR NEW ADDITIONS TO LOCAL ARCHIVES 

The National Archives at Kew has a searchable database of all national archives in England and 

Wales and most UK local archives including university and British Library manuscripts. 

NEW MATERIAL donated or acquired by the following archives can be downloaded as a LIST for 

each YEAR from 1994 to 2017. 

 Devon Archives at the Devon Heritage Centre in Exeter  

 Devon Archives at the North Devon Record Office in Barnstaple 

 Somerset Archives at the Somerset Heritage Centre in Taunton 

 Plymouth and West Devon Record Office in Plymouth 

 Cornwall Record Office in Truro 

WHERE TO START: Go to the National Archives Home Page: 

http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/ 

 CLICK: Help with your Research 

http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/help-with-your-research/#find-a-research-guide 

 SCROLL to the bottom of the page to the Other research tools box 

 CLICK: Accessions to Repositories 

This should take you to the Accessions to Repositories page:  

http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/accessions/ 

 SCROLL down the page to How to use Accessions to Repositories 

 CLICK on the YEAR you want (or start at 1994 and check each year) 

The page for each year allows you to CHOOSE either by Choose a Topic or Choose a Repository 

 CLICK Choose a repository 
 

 SCROLL down the page and CLICK the archive of your choice 
 

 TO SAVE the text, CLICK at the top of your Web Browser Menu File>Save Page as OR Cut 
and Paste text into a Word file. 

 
     Guide produced by Lynne Costello 
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IASDA VISIT TO TWO RIVERS PAPER MILL 10TH MARCH 2020 

 

A party of 20 IASDA members visited this out-of-the-way medieval mill in the narrow valley of a 

tributary of the River Washburn, a mile south of the village of Roadwater in Somerset. It lies close 

to the course of the Old Mineral Line railway line, which formerly carried iron ore from Raleigh’s 

Cross to be shipped to Welsh steel mills from Watchet.  

Tours of the mill were led by the founder of the paper mill, Jim Patterson and his apprentice Zoe 

Patterson, (pictured below). Members were able to watch long-term associate Neil Hopkins as he 

sieved a suspension of milled rags in the first phase of the production of high-quality gallery paper 

that is much sought after by artists and designers. 

The mill is over 400 years old and still retains much of the ancient wooden milling machinery. It 

was used to grind corn into the 19
th
 century. It has been restored using a 100-year old, metal, 

overshot wheel from Wales and an 1841 Hollander Rag-Breaker. The Two Rivers Paper company 

was formed in 1976 and has been run and located at Pitt Mill since 1988. It is one of the few  

commercial hand-mills still operating in Europe. A full array of solar panels was fitted to the mill 

roof in 2011, and electrical heating is now used to dry paper gently in the mill loft. 

We were shown the course of the mill leat, now partly filled in, which previously took water to the 

overshot wheel that powered the mill before its conversion to electrical power. Jim discussed his 

plans to restore the leat, which has been threatened by heavy farm traffic on an adjacent farm 

track.  

Visiting members were shown each phase of the manufacture of the rag-paper and had an  

opportunity to purchase some individual sheets as well as pads suitable for water colour work. 

Sizing prevents the blotting paper-type diffusion of applied colour often seen in paper obtained 

elsewhere, and is much valued by artists. 

The mill was adorned with a variety of art works in which the brilliance of colours reflected the 

quality of the hand-made paper used. 

After this most informative and rewarding visit, many members repaired to a pub in Roadwater for 

lunch to share their impressions of a most enjoyable visit. 

             Report by Michael Stannard 
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Above: Two Rivers Paper Mill, its waterwheel and partly infilled leat. 

Below: Zoe and Jim demonstrating paper-making techniques. 

     Pictures courtesy of Michael Stannard. 


